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Composition of components bymeans ofmulti-party synchronizations and priorities allows
specifying properties of systems in a very abstract manner, and aremeaningful formany ap-
plication domains. Such specifications are generally easier to verify than the more concrete
ones based onmessage passing. Synchronizations may introduce deadlocks, whereas prior-
ities do not.
In this paper, we propose two algorithms: onewhich given a specification Sys constructs
— if necessary and if possible — a set of priority rules enforcing deadlock freedom. A sec-
ond algorithm builds a distributed implementation of such a prioritized specification. This
second algorithm is presently restricted to binary synchronizations but it differs from com-
parable algorithms such asα-core [22] by the fact that it handles specificationswith (global)
priorities. We have implemented this algorithm and compared its efficiency with α-core in
the priorityless case.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Our goal is to specify distributed systems in a way allowing at the same time to (1) conveniently study their local and
global properties, (2) ensure certain generic properties “by construction” and finally (3) derive a distributed implementation
automatically.
At the implementation level, a distributed system is definedby a set of components that interact using the communication
mechanisms provided by a distributed platform. Typically, such a platform allows communication via message passing
and the level of abstraction that is provided determines the properties that can be guaranteed by the message passing
mechanism. The platforms defined by component frameworks such as Corba, JavaBeans or .NET aim at making transparent
their distributed nature to a designer using standard (sequential) programming languages, where interaction is through
method call. In this context, one generally distinguishes between active components — threads or processes — driving
the computation and passive ones which get activated temporarily when needed. A requirement (i.e., a property to be
ensured) is in general a property of complete executions of some thread. In service-oriented systems, different processes
(initiated for example by different clients) are often considered to be functionally independent: they may share resources
(data and platform capacities), however the problems resulting from this are often ignored at early design stages and the
primitives provided for specifying systems consisting of several interacting threads (or ongoing activities) are often low-level
mechanisms such as semaphores or time-based scheduling.
In this paper, we study the design and implementation of systems in which correct interaction between components is
essential in order to achieve functional properties defining the services to be provided by the system and/or non-functional
properties specifying some constraints on their quality. For this purpose, we view a system as a set of active components
which interact by synchronizing certain activities. A synchronization between a set of components is the abstraction of a
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sequence of messages between these components that results in the atomic execution of some local transition in each of
these components. Themotivation for specifying interaction using synchronizations is that thesemay represent some global
activity that is in fact distributed over several components. Thus, it is possible to abstract away the detailed specification of
a particular order in which the local activities have to be executed or how atomicity is achieved on some actual platform —
which may offer message-based communication, but which might as well be a CAN-bus or a multi-core processor where
communication is by shared memory.
Target applications are for example complex robots delivering a set of high-level services in a concurrent fashion, where
each service consists of a set of steps which must obey some, not necessarily strict, ordering and timing constraints, and
in turn each step involves a possibly variable subset of sensors, actuators, calculators and other resources imposing their
own timing and ordering constraints. Several alternatives may exist to realize a given step where different alternatives may
require the participation of different components, and where sometimes there may exist some preference relation amongst
such alternatives.
Typical frameworks used to express synchronization-based specifications are (prioritized) Petri nets, process algebras [8,
17,19] or their UML incarnation, namely activity diagrams. Another framework is BIP [3,13] which generalizes the basic
concepts of these formalisms (see [7] for a detailed discussion about this) and which is explicitly component-based and
hierarchical. Interaction by synchronization is an expressive modeling paradigm as it encompasses all commonly used
communication and interaction primitives. E.g., a synchronous method call is characterized by the fact that after the first
synchronization — the call — the caller is blocked and ready for the second one — the return — at any time.
We argue that specifying a system using synchronization-based interaction is appropriate for verifying global require-
ments expressing temporal constraints or generic properties like deadlock freedom. The reason for this is that a synchro-
nization represents a suitable abstraction for a set of small-step transitions resulting in the same big-step transition. One
could also note that the success of synchronous languages [12] is partly due to the same kind of abstraction, as a step is
the abstraction of a sequence of local activations satisfying some constraint. However, in the synchronous world, such a
synchronization is computed in a bottom-up fashion, while here defining a synchronization is a design step. Note also that,
in particular for BIP, powerful structural verificationmethods exist for global properties. Suchmethods avoid the exponential
blow-up due to the size of the global state space. In [14], a method analyzing the interaction model is proposed for proving
interlock freedom or liveness, and [5] presents the D-Finder tool which checks a system for deadlock freedom by proving
that a conjunction of local invariants and of invariants derived from the interaction model guarantees that at any time at
least one action can be executed.
In this paper, we introduce an abstract representation of components and systems by adopting the vocabulary and the
main operations introduced in BIP. Components are identified with an abstraction of their behavior and represented by
transition systems labeled by actions (which are also called ports). Composition is defined by a set of interactions defined
as sets of ports from different components: the transition corresponding to such an interaction is the synchronization of
the corresponding local actions — in a first phase, we totally abstract from how such a synchronization is realized; then, we
provide a distributed implementation for it. Finally, as in BIP, we represent priorities using partial orders on interactions.
We show that our abstract system specifications are useful artifacts in a design flow by presenting how we achieve some
degree of correctness by construction. We present two algorithms for two different phases: the design and verification phase,
and then the implementation phase.
The first algorithm — presented in Section 3 — proposes a lightweight method for imposing deadlock freedom (which
is a global property) on a given system specification. Such a specification may not be deadlock free but possibly contains
controllablenon-determinism.For thispurpose,weusepriorities as theyguarantee thatnonewdeadlocksare introduced.We
opt for static (i.e., state-independent) priorities because dynamic priorities are likely to make a distributed implementation
pointless: indeed, the execution of every interaction may depend on the state of all components.
In the context ofWeb services, where components interact through asynchronousmessage passing, it has been proposed
to add (possibly reordering) message buffers [21] whichmay avoid deadlocks by increasing the degree of concurrency in the
system. However, thismethod (unlike ours)may lead to the violation of safety properties, as reordering ofmessagesmay not
be allowed by some global property. Note also that our approach aims at avoiding this kind of asynchronous specifications,
for which verification of global properties is generally extremely difficult because of the huge number of possible equivalent
interleaving of transitions.
The second algorithm—presented in Section 5— transforms a (global) system specification into a distributed implemen-
tation consisting of a set of components communicating through message passing where we suppose that the underlying
communication platform ensures reliable and order-preserving transmission ofmessages. There already exist several proto-
cols achieving this for Petri nets andother formalismswith synchronization-basedparallel composition [22,25,26].However,
specifications requiring in addition global priorities to be respected have rarely been considered. [4,15] address the problem
of distributing prioritized Petri nets, but for an underlying platform on which synchronization is provided as a primitive,
whereaswe try here to improve the efficiency of the resulting implementation bymeans of a combined algorithm.Moreover,
[4,15] consider a different progress requirement, namely deadlock freedom, whereas our algorithm ensures what we call
maximal progress (see Section 2.2), which is also the progress criterion adopted in [22,25,26]. A more detailed discussion
can be found in Section 6.2.
Our problem is that of synthesizing a distributed memoryless controller. We adopt a very abstract view of a controller
as a property. Thus we easily define what it means to distribute a controller, and what a correct implementation should be.
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Furthermore, this general presentation shows that our approach applies not only to interaction models and priorities, but
to all memoryless properties.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the concepts of system and controller on which we rely in
the sequel. Section 3 discusses the use and the inference of priority orders as memoryless controllers for avoiding dead-
locks. Section 4 introduces the distributed control problem and discusses how we handle “confusion”, a well known ob-
stacle for the distribution of a global system. Section 5 presents the main algorithm that transforms a system (with binary
synchronizations) and its memoryless controller into a distributed implementation. We compare our implementation of
this algorithm to an implementation of the α-core algorithm [22] and we also propose an extension for arbitrary multi-
party interactions. Section 6.2 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes and hints at worthwile future develop-
ments.
2. Systems and controlled systems
We first introduce a notion of component defined on an interface through which it can be composed. A system is a
structure consisting of a set of components and a way of composing them. Thus, it can be seen as a component whose
behavior isobtainedbycomposing thebehaviorof its constitutingcomponents. This allowsbuildingcomponentsandsystems
hierarchically. We use this distinction between the structural definition of a system and its definition as a component in
Section 4 where we are interested in distributed controllers. Note that we do not distinguish the open and closed views of a
component or system.
Next,wedefinewhat itmeans to control a component or a systemby some property, and to implement or refine a controller.
We show that our systems can be seen as particular instances of a control problem.
2.1. Behaviors, components and systems
In contrast with component-based design, components are here identified with an abstraction of their behavior, which
are represented by transition systems on sets of ports (actions). As usual, a system is defined by a set of components and
a glue [28] — i.e., a composition operator — whose semantics is given by a set of rules expressing how the behavior of the
system is obtained from the behaviors of individual components.
We consider here two types of glues defining typical Models of Computation and Communication (MoCCs), but we focus
here on the computation model by abstracting from communication (that is, data exchange):
• composition by synchronizing transitions of different components; these synchronizations are defined by a set of inter-
actionswhich relate actions of different components;
• priorities between interactions defined by a preorder on the set of interactions.
We suppose given a set of ports Ports.
Definition 1 (Component). A component K on a set of ports P ⊆ Ports is a labeled transition system (LTS) (Q , q0, δ, F): Q is a
set of states with initial state q0 ∈ Q , δ ⊆ Q × P× Q is a transition relation and F ⊆ Q is a set of final states.
The set of labels of K , namely P, is the interface of K . It represents the set of ports through which a component can
interact with its environment, and at the same time the actions that locally take place when such ports are activated during
a transition. To improve readability, a component is always denoted along with its interface. As usually, q1
p−→ q2 denotes
(q1, p, q2) ∈ δ and q1 p−→ denotes ∃q′ ∈ Q , q p−→ q′.
Definition 2 (Execution, Reachable states, Deadlocks). Let be K = (Q , q0, δ, F) a component on P ⊆ Ports. Then:
• an execution π is a (possibly infinite) maximal sequence q0 · p0 · q1 · p1 · . . . starting in the initial state q0 and such that
for any i ≥ 0 such that qi and qi+1 ∈ π , it holds that qi pi−→ qi+1• A state q ∈ Q is reachable if there exists an execution π containing q
• q ⊆ Q is a deadlock if q is not final and (q′, p) ∈ Q × P, q p−→ q′
K is called deadlock free if it has no reachable deadlock state.
Interaction models and parallel composition. A set of components {Ki}ni=1 for some n > 0 may be composed by means of
an interaction model γ which defines the set of allowed global interactions corresponding to a joint execution of actions of
a (non empty) subset of {Ki}ni=1. In the sequel, we often omit to write that i is in [1, n] and simply write {Ki}. Thus, unless
otherwise stated, it is understood that i ranges over [1, n] for some n > 0.
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Definition 3 (Interaction, Interaction model). Consider a set {Pi} of disjoint interfaces Pi ⊆ Ports. An interaction a on {Pi} is
a pair (p, α) where p ∈ Ports is called the exported port of a and α is a non empty subset of ⋃i Pi which contains at most
one action in each interface Pi. Then, an interaction model γ on {Pi} is a non empty set of interactions with distinct exported
ports. γ defines a set of ports Pγ = {p | ∃α, (p, α) ∈ γ }which we call the exported interface of γ .
In this paper, we adopt the convention that exported ports have the same name as their corresponding interaction, which
we both denote by a, b, . . .. Also, for an interaction (a, α) ∈ γ , α, which we denote αa, is given in the form {ai}i∈Ia where
Ia ⊆ [1, n] is a subset of indices such that ai ∈ Pi for i ∈ Ia. Furthermore, and still without loss of generality, if a port can be
part of at most one interaction, we simplify further the notation by renaming also the ai ∈ αa into a.
Such an interaction model γ defines a glue 〈γ 〉 which associates, with any set of components {Ki} such that each Ki is
defined on Pi, a component 〈γ 〉({Ki}) — denoted 〈γ 〉{Ki} to simplify notation — on the exported interface Pγ of γ . That is,
the interactions in γ define the possible transitions of the composition both as they appear at the interface of the composite
component and at the level of the constituting components, which may be required to synchronize.
Definition 4 (Glue defined by an interaction model). Let be γ an interaction model on {Pi} where ∀i, Pi ⊆ Ports and {Ki}
a set of components on {Pi} as above with Ki = (Qi, q0i , δi, Fi). We denote by 〈γ 〉{Ki} the component (Q , q0, δ, F) on Pγ ,
where:
• Q = ∏ni=1 Qi with q0 = (q01, . . . , q0n)
• F = ∏ni=1 Fi
• δ is the least set of transitions satisfying the rule:
a ∈ γ ∀i ∈ Ia, q1i ai−→ q2i ∀i ∈ [1, n]\Ia, q1i = q2i
(q11, . . . , q
1
n)
a−→ (q21, . . . , q2n)
This means that the component 〈γ 〉{Ki} has a transition with label a in state q = (q11, . . . , q1n) iff a is in γ and for each
ai ∈ αa, the corresponding Ki has a transition with label ai in qi. Firing this transition in 〈γ 〉{Ki} consists in synchronously
firing the corresponding transitions in the Ki such that i ∈ Ia while letting unchanged the states of the components not
involved in a (i.e., the Ki with i /∈ Ia).
Note that an interactionmodel γ may “compose” a single component by allowing only a subset of its ports to be executed.
In this case, γ defines a restriction operator as in CCS [19]. The typical glues that are proposed in process algebras can be
defined as interaction models. Most of them make use of the convention that an action belongs to at most one interaction.
• Interleaving semantics is obtained by choosing γ0 = {(a, {a}) | a ∈ ⋃i Pi}. That is, all actions are executed individually
and in any order.
• The composition of CCS is obtained by adding to γ0 the interactions of the form (a, {a, aˆ}) synchronizing an action and
its conjugate and by eliminating the interactions (a, {a}) occurring in a restriction operator.
• The glues of CSP [17] and Lotos [8] add to γ0 also n-ary synchronizations of transitions with a same label (possibly with
different “directions” in and out).
• BIP [3,6,13] allows defining arbitrary interactionmodels which can be structured: connectors define (possibly hierarchi-
cally) interaction sets with specific closure properties and interaction models are sets of connectors.
Notation1. Foragivensetofdisjoint interfaces {Pi},wedenotebyγ‖the interactionmodel that isdefinedas {(a, {ai}i∈Ia) |a∈
Ports ∧ Ia ⊆ [1, n] ∧ ∀i ∈ Ia, ai ∈ Pi} such that all interactions have different a and {ai}i∈Ia . The glue defined by γ‖ is
denoted ‖ rather than 〈‖〉.
The glue ‖ is defined by themaximal interactionmodel which allows arbitrary interactions while still containing at most
one port of each component to be composed.
Priorities. Components are called non-deterministic if they have a state in which there is a choice of several outgoing
transitions. Those transitions may have different labels, in which case non-determinism is called controllable because the
environment is able to choose a label and thus decide which action should take place, or they may have the same label
(uncontrollable non-determinism). We allow reducing controllable non-determinism by means of priorities which allow
specifying that an interaction should be preferred over another whenever both are possible in a state. The interest of
priorities over a restriction operator as in CCS is that priorities do not introduce new deadlocks.
Definition 5 (Priority order, Priority). Let P be a set of ports. A priority order < is any strict partial order on P. An element
(a, b) of<, which we denote a < b, is called a priority. It represents the fact that a ∈ P has lower priority than b ∈ P.
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Definition 6 (Glue defined by a priority order). A priority order< defines an operator 〈<〉 that associates with a component
K = (Q , q0, δ, F) on P a component 〈<〉(K) = (Q , q0, δ<, F) on P where δ< is the least transition relation satisfying the
following rule:
q1
a−→ q2 b ∈ γ, (a < b ∧ q1 b−→)
q1
a−→< q2
For a given set of disjoint interfaces {Pi}, the glue defined by < associates with any set of components {Ki} on {Pi} the
component 〈<〉(‖{Ki}).
In fact, we never use this glue directly, but only the operator 〈<〉. In any state q, the transitions that can be executed
according to 〈<〉(K) are those executable according to K that are not inhibited by an interaction with higher priority. Note
that 〈<〉(K) has generally fewer executions and fewer reachable states than K , and thus defines a restriction of K which
nevertheless preserves deadlock freedom, as expressed later in Lemma 1.
Systems. Now, we introduce the notion of system which represents explicitly a composition of components. This struc-
tured representation is needed to distinguish between local and global information below, and also to define a distributed
implementation in Sections 4 and 5.
For simplifying notation, we write γ< instead of (γ,<), which will be used as a glue resulting from the successive
application of 〈γ 〉 and 〈<〉.
Definition 7 (System). A system Sys is a pair ({Ki}, γ<), where the Ki are components on disjoint interfaces {Pi}, γ is an
interaction model on {Pi} and< is a priority order on Pγ .
We distinguish between the system Sys = ({Ki}, γ<) and the component KSys representing the behavior of Sys by an
explicit global transition system, defined by 〈<〉(〈γ 〉{Ki}). That is, KSys is obtained by applying first 〈γ 〉 to {Ki}, then 〈<〉 on
the resulting component. All notations defined for components extend to systems by identifying Sys = ({Ki}, γ<)with KSys.
Definition 8 (Global and local states, Global and local priorities). Consider a system Sys of the form ({Ki}, γ<), where Ki =
(Qi, q
0
i , δi, Fi). Then:
• a tuple (q1, . . . , qn)with qi ∈ Qi is called a global state of Sys (note that it is a state of KSys) and qi ∈ Qi a local state of Ki.
A local state qi is compatiblewith a global state q if the ith element of the tuple q is qi.• a priority a < b is called local if the interactions a and b have a common component, i.e., αa ∩ αb = ∅. Otherwise, we
call this priority global.
Definition 9 (Locally ready interaction, Globally ready interaction, Enabled interaction). Let be Sys as above. Consider a global
state q = (q1, . . . , qn) ∈ Q , where Q is the set of states of KSys, and an interaction a ∈ γ .
• a is locally ready in qi iff qi a−→i.
• a is globally ready in q iff ∀i ∈ Ia, qi ai−→i.• a is enabled in q iff a is globally ready in q and no interaction with higher priority is also globally ready in q.
The distinction between an action that is locally ready, globally ready or enabled defines the phases of the algorithm
presented in Section 5.
Lemma 1. Consider a system Sys = ({Ki}, γ<). If there exists in some (global) state q an action a that is globally ready, then
there exists in q some action b (possibly equal to a) that is enabled.
This means that the application of priority rules cannot introduce any new deadlock (for a proof, see e.g. [29]). This is a
motivation for using priorities to control a system.
2.2. Controllers defined by properties
We are interested in controlling components and systems so as to enforce some given properties. Intuitively, given an
interface P ⊆ Ports and a property ϕ on this interface, a controller for ϕ transforms a component K on P into a component
K ′ on the same interface that (a) ensures property ϕ and (b) has only executions that are also executions of K . To achieve
this, a controller may forbid some transitions from taking place while allowing the rest of them to be fired.
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Generally, in control theory, one distinguishes between the property thatmust be enforced by restricting the behavior of a
given component, and the controller realizing such a restriction,where the propertymay be specified in a declarativemanner,
but the controller must be a (deterministic) operational specification, for example an algorithm or a program. We do not
formalize this distinction here, as we are not interested in the technical means of forbidding transitions in a system. Rather,
we focus on how to define that (1) a component (or system) satisfies a property, (2) a component (or system) is controlled
to enforce a property, and later (3) a property is distributed so that controlling locally its components is sufficient to control
globally a system. Thus, we consider properties as (possibly non-deterministic) controllers, and we define a refinement or
implementation relation between properties/controllers.
Typical properties ϕ to be enforced are safety properties such as invariants (allowing executions to visit some subset of
global states), transition invariants (allowing in a given global state only a subset of its outgoing transitions), ormore general
temporal logic properties. However, the controller forbidding all transitions trivially refines any controller defined by an
arbitrary safety property. Therefore, controllers also make progress requirements. As a result, a property ϕ representing a
controller is generally given in the form ϕS ∩ ϕpr where ϕS is a safety property and ϕpr defines a progress property.
Typical progress properties ϕpr are absence of new deadlocks (deadlocks that are not already present in the compo-
nent/system), fairness (progress of all individual components of a system), or maximal progress with respect to a property
ϕ, which states that the controller may forbid a transition only if it leads to an unavoidable violation of ϕ.
In this paper, we are interested in controllers represented by a particular class of properties:
• Among safety properties, we consider only those which are not sensitive to the fact that some transitions cannot be
controlled. Such properties only use their current state to forbid some transitions (based on their label). In other words,
they arememoryless. Note that interaction models and priority orders as presented in Section 2.1 define such properties.
• We consider deadlock freedom. This progress property is meaningful for example if non-determinism in the specification
represents possible design choiceswhich can be exploited to optimize an actual implementation. In Section 3,wepropose
a step towards “correctness by construction” and exploit this freedom in an algorithm generating (whenever possible) a
priority order avoiding existing deadlocks in a given specification.
• We also consider maximal progress. This progress property is typical for the case where non-determinism represents
choices of the environment, in which case one would like to constrain the environment only as much as necessary to
guarantee safety. In Section 5, we propose a message-based protocol for controlling a system by an interaction model
and a priority order in a distributed setting. Here also, the idea is to achieve “correctness by construction”, this time by
proposing an algorithm generating a distributed implementation from a set of local components and a global safety and
progress constraint.
We now formalize the notions needed for discussing controllers and controlled systems which we have used informally
so far. Properties are represented semantically, by sets of extended prefixeswith certain closure properties, an extended prefix
being a pair consisting of a finite history (state-action sequence) and the set of actions possible after that history. Satisfaction
(of a property by a component) and refinement (between properties) are defined by comparing sets of extended prefixes.
Definition 10 (Extended prefix, Property). Let P be an interface and Q a set of states.
• an extended prefix on P and Q is a pair (π, a)where: π is a finite sequence q1 · a1 · q2 · . . . · qπ with qi ∈ Q and ai ∈ P;
a is a set of labels in Pwhich we call an acceptance set.
• a property ϕ on P and Q is a set of extended prefixes that is prefix- and suffix-closed, i.e.:
– if (π, a) ∈ ϕ then ∀a ∈ a, ∃q, ∃a’, (π · a · q, a’) ∈ ϕ
– if ∃a ∈ a, ∃q, ∃a’, (π · a · q, a’) ∈ ϕ then (π, a) ∈ ϕ
Definition 11 (Components as properties, Satisfaction, Refinement).
• a component K on P with state set Q defines a property AccK 2 as the set of extended prefixes (π, a) such that π is a
prefix of an execution of K , and a is a subset of the set of outgoing labels from qπ with the constraint that a may only be∅ if qπ is a final state (in F) or a deadlock.• K satisfies ϕ (denoted K | ϕ) iff AccK ⊆ ϕ. Moreover, ϕ refines (also called implements) ϕ′ iff ϕ ⊆ ϕ′.
Definition 12 (Memoryless property, Safety property, Progress property).
• ϕ is memoryless (history independent) iff (π, a) ∈ ϕ implies that (π ′, a) ∈ ϕ for any π ′ such that qπ ′ = qπ , that is, a
does only depend on qπ , not on the history expressed by π .• ϕ is a safety property iff for a given prefix π , the corresponding set of acceptance sets is subset closed, that is, (π, a) ∈ ϕ
implies that for all a’ included in a, (π, a’) ∈ ϕ.
2 AccK represents what is usually called an acceptance semantics of K . Note that it is indeed a property, as it is prefix- and suffix-closed.
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• Symmetrically, ϕ is a progress property iff it is superset closed, that is, it defines which executions a component satisfying
it should have at least.
Note that the property AccK defined by a component K is a memoryless property on P and QK . It is almost a safety
property, as it specifies an overapproximation of the behavior of K . It is not fully a safety property though, because only final
states and deadlocks may have an empty acceptance set. Thus, for a given prefix π , the set of acceptance sets is not subset
closed. Note that this definition is consistent with the set of executions of K defined in Section 2. As a result, K represents a
very weak progress property, and we need an additional controller if we want to enforce stronger ones. Hence the following
properties.
• Deadlock freedom is defined by the set of pairs (π, a) such that if a = ∅ then qπ is a final state (in F).• Maximal progress, denoted ϕmp, is defined with respect to a given component K and safety constraint ϕS . It consists in
determinizing AccK ∩ ϕS by choosing for each prefix π only the acceptance sets awhich are maximal with respect to set
inclusion.
These two progress properties are those that we will use later in this paper. Now, interestingly, the notions of interaction
model and priority order that have already been introduced also define properties.
Definition 13 (Property of an interaction model). An interaction model γ defines the memoryless property ϕγ consisting of
all pairs (π, a)where a⊆ γ : in any state, the corresponding acceptance sets contain only interactions allowed by γ .
Definition 14 (Property of a priority order). A priority order < defines the memoryless property ϕ< consisting of all pairs
(π, a) such that for all a, b ∈ a, a and b are not related by <. That is, in any state, any enabled transition disables all those
with lower priority.
Finally, we still have to define what it means to control a component by a property.
Definition 15 (Controlled component). Let K be a component on P. Then:
• Any property ϕ on P and the set of states QK may be used as a controller for K .• The controlled component defined by K and ϕ, denoted (K, ϕ), is the property AccK ∩ ϕ.• An implementation of (K, ϕ) is a component K ′ satisfying AccK ∩ ϕ.
We can now establish very easily the fact that a glue γ< as defined in Section 2.1 defines a memoryless controller for a
component of the form ‖{Ki}.
Lemma 2 (Interaction models and priority orders as memoryless controllers). Consider a system Sys of the form ({Ki}, γ<)
with γ an interaction model and< a priority order defining, according to Definition 7, a component KSys = 〈γ<〉{Ki}. Then
γ and < define a memoryless controller for the component ‖{Ki} in the sense that 〈γ<〉{Ki} is an implementation of the
controlled component (‖{Ki}, ϕγ ∩ ϕ<).
Proof. The executions of 〈γ<〉{Ki} are also executions of ‖{Ki}. Moreover, after a prefix π , the corresponding acceptance
sets in Acc〈γ<〉{Ki} are exactly the same as those in Acc ‖{Ki} ∩ ϕγ ∩ ϕ<. Furthermore the final states of 〈γ<〉{Ki} and ‖{Ki} are
the same. Hence: Acc〈γ<〉{Ki} ⊆ Acc ‖{Ki} ∩ϕγ ∩ϕ<. That is, 〈γ<〉{Ki} | Acc ‖{Ki} ∩ϕγ ∩ϕ<, whichmeans by definition that〈γ<〉{Ki} implements (‖{Ki}, ϕγ ∩ ϕ<). 
3. Synthesis of priorities for avoiding deadlocks
We propose here now an algorithm that generates for a system which has some deadlocks a controller in the form of a
priority order< in order to avoid these deadlocks. Later, in Section 5, we then propose a generic algorithm that generates a
distributed implementation for a distributed system controlled by an interaction model and a priority order.
In terms of the notations introduced earlier, the problem we want to solve is the following: given a system of the form
Sys = ({Ki}, γ∅)which has deadlocks, determine a priority order< such that ({Ki}, γ<) is deadlock-free if such a< exists.
Otherwise, report that no appropriate priority order< exists.
Given a behavior K and a set Tr of transitions to be avoided, the algorithm computes, if possible, a set of priority rules
whichmake these deadlocks unreachable by either inhibiting the transitions in Tr ormaking them unreachable by inhibiting
earlier transitions.
If such a priority order does not exist, the algorithm terminates unsuccessfully. In this case, the specification may be
revised or amore classical (memoryless or memoryful) controller may be constructed using classical methods for controller
synthesis (such as [24]). Before presenting the full algorithm, we illustrate how it works — or fails — on simple examples.
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Fig. 1. An example where reducing non-determinism eliminates a deadlock.
Fig. 2. A simple system not controllable with priorities.
A simple system controllable with priorities. Consider two components K1 and K2 defined on {a, b, c} and depicted in Fig. 1
and which are composed by the already mentioned interaction model γ requiring that actions with the same name must
interact. The obtained system has a deadlock which is reached if initially the two components choose b, as after that, K1
expects an interaction on c while K2 has already terminated.
This deadlock is avoided if in the initial state 00, a is chosen instead. We can achieve this by choosing the priority order
defined by {b < a}. It forbids the b-interaction in the initial state where also an a-interaction is enabled, and it allows a
b-interaction after the execution of the a-interaction, (in state 11), where it is the only enabled interaction
A simple system not controllable with priorities. Fig. 2 shows a slightly different system defined by two components K ′1 and
K ′2 composed using the same convention as before. For this system, there exists no priority order that avoids deadlocks. We
sketch below how this is detected by our algorithm.
1. The composed component K ′ = γ {K ′1, K ′2} is (partly) computed and transitions leading to deadlocks are marked as
error transitions, as shown in Fig. 2.
2. In the initial state (1), bmust be preferred to a in order to prevent a deadlock, and we conclude that any priority order
making K ′ deadlock free includes the rule a < b.
3. In state 2, there are two possibilities to forbid the b-transition leading to a deadlock: either b has lower priority than a
or state 2 ismade unreachable. The first option is impossible as it wouldmean that a < b and b < awhich violates the
requirement that a priority is a strict partial order. The second option implies that the transition from 1 to 2 labeled by
b should be inhibited by a transition with higher priority enabled in the initial state which leads to exactly the same
contradiction.
Weconclude thatnopriorityorder cancontrol thegivenexample toguaranteedeadlock freedom.Note thatdynamicpriorities
can deal with this example, as it is sufficient to define as priorities, a < b in state 1 and then b < a in state 2.
Note that we only consider static priorities which do not depend on the state of the system. Obviously, dynamic priorities
— which are allowed to be different in different states of the system — are more powerful in the sense that they allow to
always eliminate all deadlocks. But this can be generally done at the price of drastically reducing — or even eliminating —
concurrency. Indeed, dealing with dynamic priorities requires generally a precise knowledge about the current global state
in order to decide whether a given transition has highest priority or not and “precise knowledge about the global state” can
generally be only achieved by adding more communications, that is, reducing the degree of concurrency.
The general algorithm is given below, and it is quite easy to see how it could be extended for generating dynamic priorities
— if needed.
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Fig. 3. A solution to the dining philosophers problem.
The dining philosophers. We consider a variant of the dining philosophers problem inspired from [21]. Philosophers are
components providing thoughts if they have got two forks. These forks represent shared resources given in form of a unique
component providing forks and expecting to get thoughts in return. Fig. 3 shows a configuration with two philosophers
and a resource with two forks. A deadlock arises if both philosophers have each one a fork and wait forever for a second
one.
This deadlock can be avoided by always giving the highest priority to the request closest to completion. This is a classical
method for managing resources. The priority order that is needed here is {forkα1 < forkβ2 , forkβ1 < forkα2 }. For readabil-
ity reasons, we simplify in Fig. 3, the names of the interactions of the composed behavior in a straightforward manner.
fork
α,β
1,2 in the behavior of the component Forks corresponds to the interactions {forkα1 , forkα2 , forkβ1 , forkβ2 } of the two
philosophers.
Note that in this example priorities are local as there exists a unique pool of forks involved in all interactions. If instead of
a resource pool, we define a set of resource components, each one administrating one fork that is shared by two neighbors,
then the corresponding priorities,which are still useful, global.
Algorithm for inferring priorities For simplicity, we suppose that the following are precalculated before calling themain
algorithm which is Priority4Tr:
1. the global behavior of the component or system of interest, that is K if it is a component and KSys if it is a system Sys.
2. the set Tr of error transitions, namely those leading into a deadlock state3 .
The set Prio is initialized as the empty set. Then, at any step of the algorithm, Tr holds the set of error transitions which are
not yet forbidden by some priority in Prio. Prio contains at any time a valid priority order< forbidding the error transitions
not inhibited by forbidding transitions in Tr, and at successful termination it contains a desired solution.
Algorithm 1 Priority4Tr(K = (Q , q0, , δ, F), Tr, Prio): priorityOrder or ⊥
if Tr = ∅ then
return Prio  there are no error transitions, so Prio is a solution
else
Pot ←− ∅
Initialize(K, Tr, Prio, Pot)  initialize sets Prio, Pot; simplify K, Tr accordingly
if Tr = ∅ then
return Prio
else if Pot = ∅ then
return ⊥  error transitions cannot be avoided, so there is no solution
end if
O ←− PotentialOrders(Tr, Prio, Pot)  calculate the set of potential priority orders
return FindOrRefine(K, Tr, Pot,O)  find O of O being a solution or refine it
end if
3 In fact, Tr may contain any subset of states considered as "error state".
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Algorithm 2 Initialize(K, Tr, Prio, Pot)
for all t = (s, a, s′) ∈ Tr do
if q0 −→∗! s and s b−→∈ δ implies (b < a ∈ Prio ∨ b = a) then
Pot ←− ∅ break
else if q0 −→∗! s and ∃b ∈  s.t. {b} = {l| s l−→ ∧ l = a ∧ (l < a ∈ Prio)} then
if b < a ∈ Prio then
Pot ←− ∅ break
end if
add(Prio, a < b)  add a < b to Prio and normalize by adding induced priorities
Tr′ ←− {t} ∪ {(q, a, q′) ∈ δ | q b−→}  remove from δ transitions inhibited by a < b
simplify(Q , δ)  simplify δ and Q by removing unreachable transitions and states
Tr ←− Tr ∩ δ  simplify Tr in accordance with the new δ
else
Pott ←− {a < b | s b−→ ∧ b = a ∧ (b < a ∈ Prio)}
if Pott = ∅ then
δ ←− δ\{t}  since t cannot be inhibited, its origin state must be made unreachable
simplify(Q , δ)  simplify δ and Q
Tr ←− (Tr ∪ {(q, l, s) ∈ δ}) ∩ δ  simplify Tr according to δ
end if
end if
end for
Algorithm 3 PotentialOrders(Tr, Prio, Pot): Set of priorityOrders
choose t ∈ Tr
O ←− {r ∈ Pott | add(Prio, r) is defined}  some priorities in Pott may contradict Prio
for all r ∈ O do
Trrok ←− {t′ | r ∈ Pott′ }  transitions in Tr inhibited by r
end for
Unreachablet ←− PotentialOrders(Tr\{t}, Prio, Pot)  suppose t needs not be inhibited
Inhibitedt ←− ⋃r∈O PotentialOrders(Tr\({t} ∪ Trrok), add(Prio, r), Pot\{r})  t is inhibited by r
return Unreachablet ∪ Inhibitedt
The Priority4Tr algorithm successively calls the algorithms Initialize, PotentialOrders and FindOrRefine, which play the
following roles:
1. Initialize computes the priority rules Prio that are necessary to avoid all deadlocks from any reachable state of K . If Prio
contains a contradiction the overall algorithm terminates with failure.
2. PotentialOrders computes a set of alternative priority rules Pot which may be used to control the execution,
3. FindOrRefine picks one such priority order and explores it. If it fails, then another alternative in Pot is explored until
success or failure — if none of them works.
Note that a priority order is represented explicitly by a set of rules a < b where for simplicity, also those rules which
can be deduced by transitivity are explicitly represented. We do not explain here a few basic straightforward algorithms
for manipulating priorities (adding or deleting rules, building the union of priority order, . . .) in this normal form and
maintaining them in this form.
Moreover, we use the following notations:
• For any transition t ∈ Tr, Pott represents the set of potential priority rules that can inhibit t. Pot\{r} denotes that rule r
is removed from pot and thus from all sets Pott .• q0 −→∗! s denotes that s is reachable from q0 by a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions for which there exists no
alternative, that is, transitions of the form (s1, α, s2) such that δ has no other transition with s1 as origin.
For readability, the parameters of Initialize are call-by-reference, while those of Priority4Tr, PotentialOrders and FindOr-
Refine are call-by-value.
Theorem 1. Given a component K , the algorithm terminates, and at termination, Prio defines a priority order < such that
〈<〉(K) is deadlock free or the algorithm terminates with failure if no such priority order exists.
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Algorithm 4 FindOrRefine(K, Tr, Pot,O)
if ∃O ∈ O s.t. ∀t, Pott ∩ O = ∅ then
return O O inhibits all error transitions, thus O is a solution
else
while O = ∅ do
choose O ∈ O
O ←− O\{O}
Trbad ←− {t | Pott ∩ O = ∅}  transitions not inhibited by O
δ ←− δ\(Tr\Trbad)  remove inhibited transitions from δ
simplify(Q , δ)  simplify δ and Q
Tr ←− (Tr ∪ pre(Trbad))  add predecessors of transitions not inhibited to Tr
Tr ←− Tr ∩ δ  simplify Tr according to δ
Result ←− Priority4Tr(B, Tr, O)
if Result =⊥ then
return Result
end if
end while
return⊥
end if
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is guaranteed by the following facts:
1. If Prio does not define strict partial order, the algorithm terminates unsuccessfully, and Prio contains only rules which
must be used to inhibit some error transitions.
2. At any point of time, Prio together with avoiding Tr guarantees avoidance of deadlocks because initially avoiding Tr
obviously guarantees deadlock freedom, and a transition t is only eliminated from Tr if there is a rule in Prio forbidding
it or if t is replaced by some transition (set) leading to the start state of t. On termination, Tr is empty, thus Prio —
which is a priority order — is able to prevent all deadlocks.
3. The fact that the algorithm terminates unsuccessfully implies that indeed there is no appropriate priority order is
guaranteed by the fact that the algorithm systematically explores transition sets allowing to block the access to a
deadlock state without introducing a new deadlock, and such a set is rejected only if avoiding requires contradictory
priorities.
4. The algorithm does indeed terminate as (1) the main algorithm is called each time with a set Tr of error transitions
that decreases or contains transitions closer to the initial state and (2) the other algorithms explore a finite set of
alternative orders, pick one of them or abandon if none of them works. 
4. Distributing systems and controllers
4.1. Distributed controllers
We suppose from now on that we work with systems Sys = ({Ki}, γ<) in which a port is part of at most one interaction.
Thus, local properties (defined on Pi and Qi) and global properties (on the interface P and the set Q of states of KSys) share
their interfaces. This can be done without loss of generality, and does drastically simplify the presentation.
For a system Sys of the form ({Ki}, ‖) on which a global property ϕ (typically ϕγ ∩ ϕ< ∩ ϕmp) must be enforced, we are
now interested in defining a distributed controller. Such a controller consists of a set of local controllers (i.e., properties ϕi)
taking decisions about the next transitions that can be executed. Those decisions are based on the local information of the
corresponding component Ki in such a way that the union of local decisions is a decision allowed by the global property ϕ
—which means that we are yielding a disjunctive controller.
In Section 5, we implement such a distributed controller for the specific case where the global property to be enforced is
of the form ϕγ ∩ ϕ< ∩ ϕmp — that is, for systems in which a set of processes are constrained by an interaction model and a
priority order, and for which we want a controller achieving maximal progress. Note that:
• ϕγ ∩ϕ< is a safety property that it is union closed: indeed, for every state q (remember that ϕγ and ϕ< are memoryless,
thus ϕγ ∩ ϕ< too) the set of acceptance sets has a maximal element (π, a) where a is the set of interactions that are
enabled with maximal priority in q.
• Maximal progress (i.e., property ϕmp) consists in allowing for each prefix only the set of acceptance sets which are
maximal with respect to set inclusion. Thus, in our special case, there exists in every state exactly one element of the
form (π, a), namely the maximal element mentioned in the previous item — meaning that every allowed interaction is
also required.
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More generally, the properties we want to distribute are characterized for each prefix by (1) a set of allowed interactions
and (2) a set of required interactions —which coincide for maximal progress. This means that if local properties are correct in
the sense that they allow only globally enabled interactions, and complete in the sense that for every interaction allowed by
ϕ at least one component allows it, then the union of the locally allowed interactions is exactly the set of globally allowed
interactions. On the other hand, if each of the local properties ensures maximal progress, then the union of the locally
required interactions is exactly the set of globally required interactions. Note that other progress requirements, in particular
fairness and deadlock freedom can be also achieved in that way.
Moreover, note that the properties that we consider are memoryless. We will see in Section 5 that this greatly simplifies
the construction of the local controllers.
We now formally define the notion of distributed controller as a composition of local controllers.
Definition 16 (Composition of local properties). Consider a set of properties {ϕi} on {Qi} and {Pi} and the interaction model
γ‖ defining the set of all possible interactions in P = ⋃i Pi. We define the composition of the ϕi, denoted⊕i{ϕi}, as the set
of extended prefixes {(π,⋃iai) | ∀i, (πi, ai) ∈ ϕi}where π is an alternating sequence of states in Q = ∏i Qi and actions in
γ‖, and πi can be obtained from π by replacing states in π by their i-th component.
The property ⊕i{ϕi} defined by the set of properties {ϕi} can be seen as a controller and it implements a controller ϕ
when⊕i{ϕi} ⊆ ϕ. Before we give a formal definition of distributed controller, we first extend the composition of properties
to properties on extended local states.
In general, none of the individual components is able to decide locally whether in a state — or after a given local prefix for
the memoryful case — a transition a is enabled. Someminimal knowledge about the current global state is then necessary to
take a decision locally. In [4,15], it is proposed to use statically computed knowledge derived from the set of reachable states.
A more classical solution —which we adopt here — consists in letting local controllers compute dynamically the knowledge
required to take a correct decision locally. On a platform where communication is by message passing, this is achieved via
messages as well, and this requires aminimal degree of stability of the information transmitted bymessages. We follow this
approach in Section 5.
As a consequence, we consider properties ϕi which are not defined on the set of local states Qi but on a set of extended
local states Qexti of the formQi ×Qkni where in a state (qi, qkni ), qkni represents a set of global states which are compatible with
qi, the intention being that in (qi, q
kn
i ), ϕ
i knows that the current global state is in qkni , which helps deciding for a sufficient
subset of interactions whether they are enabled. Concretely, we do not formalize here how these ϕi are built, only how we
check that they implement indeed a correct distributed controller. We can now adapt composition of local properties to
these properties defined on extended local states. This only requires, in addition to the previous definition, to check that
each global state q of an execution is compatible with the extended local state (qi, q
kn
i ) of the corresponding executions, i.e.,
qi is the i-th component of q and q ∈ qkni .
Definition 17 (Composition of local properties defined on extended local states). ⊕i{ϕi} for a set of properties on extended local
states is the set of extended prefixes {(π,⋃iai) | ∀i, (πi, ai) ∈ ϕi}whereπ is an alternating sequence of states inQ = ∏i Qi
and actions in γ‖, and πi is obtained from π by replacing each state q in π by a pair consisting of its i-th component and a
set of global states including q.
Definition 18 (Distributed controller). Let be Sys = ({Ki}, ‖) and ϕ as above. A distributed controller for (Sys, ϕ) is a set of
properties {ϕi} such that⊕i{AccKi ∩ ϕi} ⊆ AccKSys ∩ ϕ, where KSys = ‖{Ki}.
That is, a distributed controller is a set of local properties {ϕi} such that controlling each component by its local property
yields a global property that refines AccKSys ∩ ϕ, that is, that implement (KSys, ϕ).
As we consider maximal progress, AccKSys ∩ ϕ contains for every prefix exactly one set a, the set of globally enabled
interactions, and therefore, inclusion means indeed equality. Note also that such a distributed controller always exists for
memoryless properties as those considered. Indeed, a set of local controllers defined on the global state space can clearly
decide for every interaction whether it is enabled or not.
4.2. Dealing with confusion
We aim at distributed executions, thus interactions which are independent (denoted concurrent in Definition 20) can
be executed concurrently. Now, our local controllers are defined on extended local states, and an implementation of the
distributed controller has to collect the required knowledge for being able to take a decision. However, collecting this
informationmay take time and some concurrent transition tmay be executed concurrently. Thus, the notion of concurrency
chosenmustprovidesufficient stabilityof thecollected information for it tobeuseful: indeed, after receiving this information,
the local controller does not know whether t has taken place, and thus its extended local state contains both source states
and target states of t.
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Fig. 4. Symmetric and asymmetric confusion.
Confusion is a situation occurring in distributed systems [9,10]. Typically, detecting those situations is important for
designing correct algorithms for partial order reduction. In presence of priorities, confusion situations may compromise
correctness of a distributed implementation of a specification. We first define some preliminary notions which allow us to
characterize different situations of confusion. Throughout this section, consider a system Sys = ({Ki}, γ<).
Definition 19. Let be an interaction a ∈ P and q = (q1, . . . , qn) ∈ Q a global state in which a is globally ready. We denote
ind
q
a the set of indexes of the components which must participate in a, that is, ind
q
a = {i1, . . . ik} such that {Kj | j ∈ [1, k]} is
exactly the set of components involved in a (and therefore in which a is locally ready in q).
We can now define the usual notions of concurrency and conflict of interactions, where in a distributed setting we want
to allow the independent execution of concurrent interactions (so as to avoid global sequencing). We distinguish explicitly
between the usual notion of conflict which we call structural conflict, and a conflict due to priorities.
Definition 20 (Concurrent interactions, Conflicting interactions). Let a, b be interactions ofP and q ∈ Q a global state inwhich
a and b are globally ready.
• a and b are called concurrent in q iff indqa ∩ indqb = ∅. That is, when a is executed then b is still globally ready afterwards,
and vice versa, and if executed, both interleavings lead to the same global state.
• a and b are called in structural conflict in q iff they are not concurrent in q, that is a and b are alternatives disabling each
other.
• a and b are in prioritized conflict in q iff a and b are concurrent in q but a < b or b < a holds.
Note that in case of prioritized conflict, it is known which interaction cannot be executed, whereas in case of structural
conflict, the situation is symmetric. We use the notations Concurrentq(a), Conflictq(a), PrioConflictq(a) to denote the set of
interactions that in state q are concurrent to a, respectively in structural or prioritized conflict to a.
Fig. 4 illustrates a situation of structural conflict: interactions a1 and a3 are in structural conflict as they both involve
component K1 (respectively K2). Fig. 5 illustrates a prioritized conflict of a1 with a3 as these interactions are concurrent but
a1 < a3 holds.
Confusion is a situation where concurrency and conflict are mixed. More precisely, confusion arises in a state where two
interactions a1 and a2 may fire concurrently, but firing one modifies the set of interactions in conflict with the other. A
symmetric (left) and an asymmetric (right) situation of confusion are shown in Fig. 4: in the symmetric case, interactions
a1 and a2 of K1 and K
′
1 are concurrent but are both in conflict with a3 and the execution of a1 (resp. a2) changes the set of
interactions in conflict with a2 (resp. a1). In the asymmetric case, the interactions a1 and a2 of K2 and K
′
2 are concurrent but
a1 will enter in conflict with a3 if a2 fires before a1.
Definition 21 (Confusion). Let a1 and a2 be interactions, and q a global state of Sys. We suppose that a1 and a2 are concurrent
— and thus globally ready — in q.
• a1 is in structural confusionwith a2 iff ∃q′ ∈ Q , q a2−→ q′ implies Conflictq(a1) = Conflictq′(a1)
• a1 is in prioritized confusionwith a2 iff ∃q′ ∈ Q , q a2−→ q′ implies PrioConflictq(a1) = PrioConflictq′(a1)
Fig. 5(left) illustrates a situation of prioritized confusion: a1 and a2 of components K1 and K
′
1 are concurrent, how-
ever firing a2 enables a3 which has higher priority than a1 which means that a1 is no more enabled after the execution
of a2.
The classical notion of confusion is what we call structural confusion. Note that all situations of confusion are important
for designing partial order reductions which are very important for making the verification of global properties of Sys =
({Ki}, γ<) feasible. The reason is that eliminating arbitrarily one of the two interleavings of a1 and a2 may change the set of
reachable states, and thus lead to different verification results.
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Fig. 5. Prioritized confusion.
For designing a distributed implementation of Sys, only the situation of Fig. 5 — where executing a2 disables a1 due to a
new priority conflict — is problematic. The reason is that in this case a1 and a2 are not really “concurrent”, whereas in all
other cases, it does still hold that a1 and a2 can be executed in any order and both orders lead to the same global state.
In Section 5, we propose a distributed implementations of systems Sys = ({Ki}, γ<) in which concurrent interactions
are executed independently, based on the notion of concurrency of definition 20. This means that our algorithm does not
support systems Syswith such prioritized conflict situations.
In order to dealwith this kind of confusion,we could use amore appropriate notion of concurrencywhich howeverwould
lead to inefficient implementations. We rather propose to eliminate such confusions statically by adding a priority a1 < a3
or a2 < a1 (see Fig. 5(right))such that either a1 and a2 are not anymore considered concurrent or at least it is guaranteed that
executing concurrent interactions does not introduce priority conflicts which destroy this concurrency. Note that adding
priorities between concurrent interactions in a given system does not add new deadlocks.
5. Implementation of a distributed controller as a protocol
Given a system Sys = ({Ki}, γ<) defined by a set of components {Ki}, an interactionmodel γ and a priority order< to be
enforced, our goal is to define a distributed implementation for Sys. In this section, we define an algorithmwhich constructs
such a distributed implementation by defining for each component a local controller Ci ensuring a property ϕ
i such that the
joint execution of all components Ki and their corresponding controllers guarantees the following:
1. all executions are executions of Sys, that is executions of KSys = 〈<〉(〈γ 〉{Ki}),
2. if Sys is deadlock free, then no deadlock will ever occur.
This means according to Definition 18 that the properties ϕi of Ci have to ensure the following:
⊕i{AccKi ∩ ϕi} ⊆ Acc‖{Ki} ∧ ϕγ ∧ ϕ< ∧ ϕmp
As presented in Section 4, local controllers use messages to accumulate the knowledge required to extend their local
state. For simplification, we do not formally represent knowledge as sets of global states. Instead, we use, as an abstract
representation of this sets, a set of properties with respect to interactions, e.g. that interaction a is globally possible etc.
Absence of confusion ensures that this knowledge is sufficient. Based on this knowledge, for every enabled interaction, at
least one local controller in any global state can determine that it is enabled. A local controller in a local state in which a
transition labeled by a is locally possible exchanges messages with the local controllers of other processes involved in a (to
determine whether a is globally possible) and with the local controllers of other processes involved in an interaction bwith
higher priority than a (to determine whether a is enabled. In the latter case, it is sufficient to communicate with one process
involved in b.
In the sequel, local controllers are described as protocols, and wewant them to decide the next interaction to be taken as
quickly as possible, where we measure this by the number of messages required to execute a given interaction a 4 . Besides,
we rely on Sys to guarantee deadlock-freedom — and fairness. That is, any distributed implementation of Sys that does not
introduce deadlocks is considered correct. Indeed, we suppose that — if needed— Sys has been obtained using the algorithm
of Section 3 that eliminates deadlocks. For this reason, we suppose in the following that Sys has no deadlock.
5.1. Description of the protocol
The system is supposed to have a fixednumber of components, although itmaybe arbitrarily large. In order to simplify the
presentation of the algorithm, we suppose here only binary interactions; an extension to arbitrary multi-party interactions
4 It would even be sufficient to count the number of messages between the first state in which a is globally enabled and the first state in which a “has been
executed”.
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Fig. 6. Structure of the protocol for Ci .
Table 1
Messages used by the algorithm.
Message Description
POSSIBLE Offer an interaction (which is locally ready)
NOTPOSSIBLE respond that an interaction is not locally ready
READY Ask about the global readiness of an interaction
NOTREADY Respond that an interaction is not globally ready
COMMIT Commit to an interaction (cannot be undone by Ki)
REFUSE Inform that a component cannot commit to an interaction
is discussed in Section 6.1. We also assume that the internal activities of components are terminating and that there exists
no prioritized confusion, that is, the notion of concurrency used by the algorithm is correct. 5 As quite usually, we assume
that the message passing mechanism ensures the following basic properties:
1. any message is received at its destination within a finite delay;
2. messages sent from location L1 to L2 are received in the order in which they have been sent;
3. there is no duplication nor spontaneous creation of messages.
For each interaction a involved in at least one priority rule, one of the involved components Ki place the role of the
negotiator for a. If there exists at least one interaction with higher priority, the role of the negotiator is to check for the
enablednes of a, and if there exists at least one interaction with lower priority, its role is to answer readiness requests. The
choice of negotiators is discussed in Section 5.4.
We nowdescribe the controllers of individual components which enforce correct executions, and in particular adherence
to the global priority order. It is understood that what is called component Ki is in fact controlled by a local controller Ci.
The controller associatedwith each component,maintains a set of data structures shared andmaintained by the different
subtasks of the controller: readySet (resp. enabledSet) contains the set of interactions which are known to be globally ready
(resp. enabled) in the current local state q, and involved and possibleSet maintains the set of interactions that are locally
ready. Note that possibleSet contains purely local information which can be calculated immediately when entering a new
local state. The other two sets are calculated by a series of message exchanges, and the complete information is generally
not calculated but as soon as an interaction is known to be enabled, its triggering will be initiated.
The general structure of the controller for each individual component Ci is shown in Fig. 6. The overall controller — and
the component to be controlled — are represented as a set of concurrent activities (which we call threads, and which in our
implementation are realized as Java threads) with a shared memory and shared message buffers.
Indeed, incoming messages are stored until one of the activities is ready to handle them. We use several FIFO buffers
which are chosen such that the order amongst messages stored in different buffers does not influence the algorithm; in
particular, they are used by concurrent threads. A buffer, which is read only by the thread Main, stores messages of the
form POSSIBLE(a), NOTPOSSIBLE(a), READY(a), NOTREADY(a), and REFUSE(a). A second buffer stores messages of the form
COMMIT(a), this buffer is read first by threadWaitingForCommit, then by TryToCommit. The role of eachmessage is described
in Table 1. Given that we are handling binary interactions, we do not explicit the recipient or the sender.
5 Without this last condition, we may observe global executions which are witnesses of a priority violation.
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Algorithm 5Main
Require: toNegotiate = {a ∈ possibleSet | negotiator(a) = K}
 The set of interactions for which K is a negotiator Input: set of interactions possibleSet = ∅
Output: interaction i
prioFree = {a ∈ possibleSet |  ∃b, . b < a}
waitingSet ←− ∅
checking global readiness:
notReadySet ←− ∅
readySet ←− ∅
lessPrio(a) = {b ∈ readySet| b < a}}
for all a ∈ possibleSet do
send POSSIBLE(a)
end for
createWaitingForCommit(possibleSet)
if receive POSSIBLE(a) and a ∈ toNegotiate then
create Negotiate(a) and readySet ←− readySet ∪ {a} and
for all b ∈ lessPrio(a) do
kill Negotiate(b)
end for
end if
WHEN ∃a, s.t. Negotiate(a)= OK or (receive POSSIBLE(a) and a ∈ prioFree)
call TryToCommit(a) and killWaitingForCommit(possibleSet) and ∀b ∈ readySet kill Negotiate(b)
if TryToCommit(a)= OK then
return a
else
goto checking global readiness
end if
if ∀a ∈ readySet Negotiate(a)= NOK then
goto checking global readiness
end if
if receive REFUSE(b) and b ∈ readySet then
kill Negotiate(b) and readySet ←− readySet\{b}
end if
if receive POSSIBLE(b) and b ∈ possibleSet\{toNegotiate ∪ prioFree} then
send POSSIBLE(b) and readySet ←− readySet ∪ {b}
end if
if receive NOTPOSSIBLE(b) and b ∈ possibleSet\prioFree then
notReadySet ←− notReadySet ∪ {b}
end if
if receive POSSIBLE(b) and b ∈ possibleSet then
send NOTPOSSIBLE(b)
end if
Ci is either in state Ready or in state Busy. In state Busy, Ci waits for Ki to execute the local action of the interaction that
has been chosen. Incoming messages are stored and will not be handled until the controller moves to state Ready. In state
Ready, the controller Ci looks for a next interaction to fire, proceeding as follows:
• TheMain thread starts by checking its locally ready interactions (possibleSet) for interactions that are globally ready (see
Algorithm 5). To check the global readiness of an interaction a, messages of the form POSSIBLE(a) are exchanged, and
peers in which a is currently not locally enabled respond with NOTPOSSIBLE(a) after which the requesting component
“abandons” a until it changes state or the peer enters a state in which a is locally enabled and sends a POSSIBLE(a).
Whenever it is detected that an interaction a for which it plays the role of a negotiator is globally ready, a thread
Negotiate(a) is created which checks whether a is enabled (which corresponds to transition 1 of Fig. 8 and Fig. 6). If an
interaction with maximal priority is globally ready, it is immediately known to be enabled.
• Negotiate(a) checks the enabledness of an interaction a (see Algorithm 6). It asks all negotiators of interactions with
higher priority than a, in the set higherPrio(a), if their interactions are globally ready by sending a READY(b)message to
all negotiators of these interactions.
In turn the negotiators of these interactions, if not BUSY , respond positively or negatively as soon as they have the
information available.
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Algorithm 6 Negotiate
Require: higherPrio(a) = {c | a < c}
Input: interaction a Output: OK or NOK
toCheck ←− higherPrio(a)
for all b ∈ toCheck do
send READY(b)
end for
while toCheck = ∅ do
if receive READY(b) then
return NOK
else if receive NOTREADY(b) then
toCheck ←− toCheck\{b}
end if
end while
return OK
Algorithm 7WaitingForCommit
Require: set of interactions waitingSet
Input: set of interactions possibleSet Output: interaction a
if waitingSet = ∅ then
choose a ∈ waitingSet and killmain and send COMMIT(a) and send REFUSE(b) for all b in possibleSet and goto Busy(a)
else if waitingSet = ∅ and receive COMMIT(a) and a ∈ possibleSet\toNegotiate then
killmain and send COMMIT(a) and send REFUSE(b) for all b in possibleSet and goto Busy(a)
end if
if receive COMMIT(a) and a ∈ possibleSet then
send REFUSE(a)
end if
Algorithm 8 TryToCommit
Require: Input: interaction a Output: OK or NOK
send COMMIT(a)
if receive COMMIT(a) then
return OK and send ∀b ∈ readySet\{a} REFUSE(b)
else if receive COMMIT(b), b = a and ((a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K) or (a, b) ∈ notRefuse(K)) then
waitingSet ←− waitingSet ∪ {b}
else if receive COMMIT(b), b = a and ((a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K) and (a, b) ∈ notRefuse(K)) then
send REFUSE(b) and readySet ←− readySet\{b}
else if receive REFUSE(a) then
return NOK
end if
• Main handles local priorities locally. Whenever an interaction b is known to be globally ready, Main kills all threads
Negotiate(a)with a < b.
• Concurrently toMain,WaitingForCommit handles incomingCOMMITmessages (seeAlgorithm7).Whenever aCOMMIT(a)
is received—which implies that a is enabled. Indeed, if a is involved in a priority rule, then themessage COMMIT(a) is first
sent by its negotiator. Otherwise,the first controller finding a globally ready will commit to it (transition 5 in Fig. 8). As
our goal is firing an interaction as fast as possible, theWaitingForCommit activity is added concurrently to allow detecting
such COMMIT messages and thus to terminate all other negotiation activities and to response back by a COMMIT (which
corresponds to transition 11 in Fig. 8).
• Main tries to commit to the first interaction found enabled (as a way to handle local conflicts) by activating TryToCommit
(transitions 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 8).WaitingForCommit is terminated once TryToCommit is activated, in order to avoidmultiple
commits at the same time. Note that the incoming COMMIT messages that are used to be handled byWaitingForCommit,
will be stored in the variable waitingSet and will be treated if TryToCommit returns NOK .
• TryToCommit(a) sends a COMMIT(a)message to the corresponding peer andwaits for a response (see Algorithm 8). Note
that if TryToCommit fails committing to a because it receives a REFUSE message — in that case the peer has committed
to a conflicting interaction — the controller starts again by checking the global readiness of its locally ready interactions.
Indeed, as the peer has committed to another action its state may have changed. For the interactions a for which there
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exists at least one interaction with higher priority, the commit procedure is always initiated by the negotiator of a who
is the first one to know about a’s enabledness.
• Finally, AnswerNegotiators is always active if the component Ki is the negotiator for at least one interaction that dominates
some other interaction. It receives messages of the form READY(a) for interactions a for which Ki is the negotiator. It
returnsREADY(a) if a is currently in the readySet ofKi,NOTREADY(a) if it is in thenotReadySet or if it is not in its possibleSet,
and otherwise defers the answer until the status of a is known.
5.2. Avoiding deadlocks due to potential decision cycles
In order to avoid deadlocks due to decision cycles amongst interactions in conflict, we introduce the notion of cycle.
Definition 22. A cycle is a set of interactions A = {ai}ni=1 involving a set of components {Ki}ni=1 for which the following
holds: For all i ∈ [1, n], ai is an interaction involving the two components Ki and K{i+1modn} and there exists at least one
global state in which all these interactions are enabled. We denote the fact A is a cycle by Cycle(A)
A cycle A bears a risk of deadlock or livelock in a state in which all interactions of A are enabled. Indeed, it represents
a symmetric situation for all involved components, where a component could wait forever for all others (deadlock) or
propose a different choice than all others, reject it and start all over forever. This is a well-known problem in the context
of communicating components, in [2] a total order over the system interactions is defined, which allows to avoid deadlock
by executing the interaction with higher order. In [22], a similar solution is proposed by imposing a total order over all
components, which breaks the cycle by executing the interaction proposed by the component with higher order.
The solution we propose is to detect statically the set of (minimal) cycles of the system. Then, in a second step, we define
for each cycle statically a Cyclebreaker, which is one of the components of the cycle. This particular component will arbitrate
when a blocking situation actually occurs. This means that whenever a potential deadlock may occur, the interaction that is
committed by the Cyclebreaker, will be fired. This approach avoid to a define a total order of all interactions or components
which is useless if there is no cycle.
Thus to avoid deadlocks due to cycles and as given in Algorithm 8, if a given controller sends a COMMIT message, then it
receives another COMMIT message to a different interaction, then either there is no cycle involving these two interactions
or it exists at least one. In the second case, if the received COMMIT concerns the interaction committed by a Cyclebreaker,
then the controller cannot send back a REFUSE. However, if this interaction is not the one committed by the Cyclebreaker, in
this case the controller can send back a REFUSE which breaks the cycle (more details are given in the following illustrative
example).
Notation 2. Wedenote by cyclesof (K), the set of pairs of interactions of K involved in some cycles. (a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K) ⇒
∃A such that Cycle(A) ∧ {a, b} ⊆ A.
We denote by notRefuse(K) the set of pairs of interactions of the form (a, b) such that (a, b) ∈ notRefuse(K) means the
following:
1. there exists at least one cycle involving a and b ((a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K)),
2. for all cycles involving the interactions a and b, the peer of K in a is the Cyclebreaker of these cycles and whenever K
sends a COMMIT message for b and then it receives a COMMIT message for a from the Cyclebreaker, it cannot refuse a.
Note that the order of interactions of a pair in notRefuse(K) is relevant as the first interaction is the one that cannot be
refused by K . Note that a pair of interactions (a, b) ∈ notRefuse(K)means that either there is no cycles involving these two
interactions ((a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K)) or that there exist such cycles ((a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K)) but if K commit for b and receives
a COMMIT message for a then it can send back a REFUSE(a) to its peer Ka because the latter is not the Cyclebreaker of these
cycles. Theorem 3 proves that this way to deal with cycles allows indeed to avoid deadlocks.
Illustrative example. Figure 7 depicts an example representing a cycle. The system consists of 4 components: 3 components
{K1, K2, K3} forming with their set of interactions A = {a, b, c} a cycle. The component K4 represents a completely inde-
pendent component. The existence of a cycle can be concluded from the structure and the behaviors of the components
(the interactions a, b, c are always enabled). If no priority rules are defined on the set of interactions A, then the cycle A
may lead to a deadlock. A possible deadlock scenario is depicted on the right side of Fig. 7. This occurs when Ki sends a
COMMIT message to Ki+1 and waits for it. Which means that each component is waiting its peer who has made another
choice. According to the proposed solution, let suppose that K2 is chosen as the Cyclebreaker of A. According to Algorithm 8
(as described in Fig. 7), whenever component Ki which is already engaged in committing an interaction and which receives
a COMMIT for a different interaction, will send back a REFUSEmessage if this COMMIT comes from a component which is not
the Cyclebreaker. However, if the COMMIT concerns an interaction committed by the Cyclebreaker K2, no REFUSEmessagewill
be sent back. Thus only the interaction committed by the Cyclebreaker (K2) will not be refused and will be indeed fired. Note
that cyclesof (K1) = {(a, b)}, notRefuse(K1) = {(b, a)}, cyclesof (K2) = {(b, c)}, notRefuse(K2) = ∅, cyclesof (K3) = {(c, a)}
and notRefuse(K3) = {(c, a)}. Independently, the component K4 can perform whenever it is possible the interaction d.
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Fig. 7. An example with cycle and independence.
5.3. Correctness of the algorithm
We now prove that our algorithm guarantees the following properties:
1. Safety (exclusion), i.e., interactions in conflict cannot be committed simultaneously.
2. Liveness (progress), i.e., if an interaction is enabled, it will eventually become disabled either because it is executed
or because a component offering it commits to another interaction.
To provide a proof check, we use the state transition diagram of Fig. 8 where for a local controller, transitions represent
steps of the algorithm and states represent the modes of the algorithm. Transitions may have a guard and an action and are
depicted in Table 2.
Definition 23. Wedenotebywaits(K1, a, K2), the global predicatewhichholdswhen the componentK1 has sent aCOMMIT(a)
message to its peer K2 involved in the interaction a but has not yet received an answer.
Lemma 3. If waits(K1, a, K2), then K1 will receive a REFUSE(a) or a COMMIT(a)message within a finite delay.
Proof. Aswe assume that the actual execution of an action a aswell as all the basic functions used in our algorithm terminate
and every message reaches its recipient within a finite delay. If K1 waits for an answer, after sending a COMMIT(a)message
to K2, this means that K2 is in state Committing(a1) (see Fig. 8). Indeed in the rest of states Waiting, Active and Negotiating,
the activitywaitingForCommit depicted in Algorithm 7 catches this COMMIT(a)message and sends back a COMMIT(a) to K1.
K2 is in Committing(a1)means the following:
1. (a, a1) ∈ cyclesof (K2) and (a, a1) ∈ notRefuse(K1) (according to the guard of transition 10 of Table 2), in this case K2
sends back a REFUSE(a) to K1 within a finite delay.
2. (a, a1) ∈ cyclesof (K2)∨(a, a1) ∈ notRefuse(K2), in this caseK2 is alsowaiting forananswer fromK3 abouta1. Similarly,
if K3 does not answer with a REFUSE(a1, then it exists an interaction a2 such that (a1, a2) ∈ cyclesof (K3)∨ (a1, a2) ∈
notRefuse(K3). As there exists a finite number n of components in the system, this means that there exists some cycle
of size k of the form: waits(K1, a, K2)∧waits(K2, a1, K3)∧ . . . ∧waits(Kk , ak−1, K1) and where the following holds:
(a, a1) ∈ cyclesof (K2) ∨ (a, a1) ∈ notRefuse(K2)
(a1, a2) ∈ cyclesof (K3) ∨ (a1, a2) ∈ notRefuse(K3)
. . .
(ak−2, ak−1) ∈ cyclesof (Kk) ∨ (ak−2, ak−1) ∈ notRefuse(Kk)
This is a contradiction. Indeed, the first part of each propertymeans that there is no cycle containing these interactions,
which is not true as we have a circular sequence which means a cycle. The second part does not hold as we assume
that each cycle has just one Cyclebreaker which can try to commit to only one interaction. 
Theorem 2 (Safety property). Let be q a state, a an interaction and denote A = {ai}ni=1 the set Conflictq(a)∪ PrioConflictq(a)
of interactions that are in conflict with a in state q. Our algorithm guarantees that if a is fired in state q, no interaction in A
is fired in q.
Proof. What we have to prove is that if in state q a component commits to interaction a, by executing one of the transitions
4, 5 or 6 of Fig. 8, no interaction in A can be committed before the execution of a is terminated.
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Fig. 8. State diagram of the algorithm.
Suppose that a ∈ Pi. For all b ∈ Awe have either b ∈ Pi, whichmeans in structural conflict with a, or b ∈ prioConflictq(a)
that is in prioritized conflict, this holds because two interactions can only be in structural conflict if they share a common
component. We prove the theorem separately for these two cases.
1. First case: b ∈ Pi, that is a and b share the same component Ki. First of all, only interactions committed by both
peers are executed. Then, if Ki has sent a COMMIT(a) message executing one of the transitions 4, 5 or 6 of Fig. 8, then
according to the same table it is impossible to send a COMMIT(b)message before either a REJECT(a) is received or the
BUSY state is entered, then exited and the next state reached.
2. Second case b ∈prioConflictq(a) holds, that is a and b are concurrent (and thus belong to different components) and
either a < b or b < a. Suppose that Kj is the negotiator for b.
If b < a, then b should not be executed before the execution of a—which has started — has been completed and Ki
enters READY for the successor state of q. We have now to prove that from that moment on Kj cannot “believe that a
is not ready” which is the condition for committing to b.
Indeed, if Kj does not yet know about the readiness of a, before committing b, it will send a READY(a) message to
Ki, but as a is already engaged for execution, Ki will not send any response before the execution of a is terminated the
next state reached, and the readiness of a evaluated in the new state; and Kj remains blocked for b during this time.
Now, we must prove that Kj cannot have old, depreciated knowledge that a is not ready. This can only be the case,
if at some point a was not ready and Ki has sent NOTREADY(a) to Kj , and then transitions concurrent to b have been
executed leading to the current state q in which a is ready and executed, and Kj may use incorrect knowledge and
execute b. This corresponds exactly to a situation of confusion, which we have excluded.
If a < b, the situation is almost symmetric. We must prove that in this case b is not ready. If Ki is the negotiator for
a, asks the negotiator of b whether b is ready, and only if the answer is negative, it will consider a to be enabled and
may initiate the commitment of a. Again, only if confusions exist Ki may use old knowledge. If the negotiator of a is
the peer, then Pi will only commit to a on reception of a COMMIT(a) from its peer which uses the same procedure for
deciding to commit to a. 
Theorem 3 (Liveness property). Let a be a enabled interaction. Our algorithm guarantees that a will eventually become
disabled.
Proof. An enabled interaction a may become disabled because it is executed or because a component offering it commits
to another interaction. When a is enabled for a component Ki, a COMMIT(a) message is sent to the corresponding peer and
Ki goes to state committing(a). a becomes disabled when Ki leaves this state. In other words what we have to prove is that
Ki cannot stay in this state eternally. When Ki is in state committing(a), there must exists a component Kj such thatwaits(Ki,
a, Kj). Thus the proof follows directly from Lemma 3. In fact, when receiving message COMMIT(a) or REFUSE(a), Ki will leave
state committing(a) through transition 7 or 8. 
5.4. Implementation and experimental results
Choosing the negotiators. For each interaction a involved in at least one priority rule, we choose one of the components
involved in a as its negotiator which will send requests to negotiators of interaction with higher priority and answer request
from negotiators for lower priority interactions. A component may be the negotiator for several interactions. Various strate-
gies may be proposed to allocate negotiators to components. The criterion we use is to minimize for each interaction the
maximal number of distinct components to which its negotiator has to send requests. This is meant tominimize the number
of communications added due to priorities.
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Table 2
Transitions of the protocol state diagram.
Transition Guard Action
1 possibleSet= ∅ ∀a ∈ possibleSet, send(POSSIBLE(a))
2 receive(POSSIBLE(a))∧ a ∈possibleSet∩toNegotiate call(Negotiate(a)∧readySet:=readySet∪{a}
3 receive(POSSIBLE(a))∧ a ∈possibleSet∩toNegotiate call(Negotiate(a)∧readySet:=readySet∪{a} ∧ ∀b ∈lessPrio(a),
kill(Negotiate(b))
4 Negotiate(a)=ok send(COMMIT(a))∧ kill(WaitingForCommit)∧ ∀b kill(Negotiate(b))
5 receive(POSSIBLE(a))∧ a ∈prioFree send(COMMIT(a))∧ kill(WaitingForCommit)∧ ∀b kill(Negotiate(b))
6 receive(POSSIBLE(a))∧ a ∈prioFree send(COMMIT(a))∧ kill(WaitingForCommit)
7 receive(COMMIT(a))∧Committing(a) goto(BUSY(a))∧ ∀b ∈readySet, send(REFUSE(b))
8 receive(REFUSE(a))∧Committing(a) goto(Active)∧reset(readySet)∧ keep(possibleSet)
9
receive(COMMIT(b))∧Committing(a)∧(a = b)
(a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K) or (a, b) ∈ notRefuse(K) waitingSet:=waitingSet∪{b}
10
receive(COMMIT(b))∧Committing(a)∧(a = b)∧
((a, b) ∈ cyclesof (K) and (a, b) ∈ notRefuse(K)) send(REFUSE(b))∧readySet:=readySet\{b}
11 receive(COMMIT(a))∧a ∈ possibleSet\toNegotiate send(COMMIT(a))∧ ∀b ∈possibleSet and b = a, send(REFUSE(b))
12 true set(possibleSet)
As already explained, local priorities — that means when a < b and a and b have negotiators hosted by the same
component Ki — are decided locally. In the dining philosophers example (see Fig. 3), all the priority rules involve the
component Forks, whichwill thus be designated as negotiator and itwill enforce priorities locally. In some systems, priorities
may include interactionswhich do not necessarily have a common component. In this case, for each interactionwe choose as
negotiator the component that is involved in the largest set of interactions, as it may have more knowledge about readiness
of more interactions.
Implementation and experimental results. We have implemented our algorithm using Java 1.6 and Message Passing Inter-
faces (MPI) in order to experiment the efficiency of the algorithm on examples of different nature. We are also interested
in comparing it to other solutions. The comparison to other solutions is nontrivial, as no other algorithm takes into account
priorities, and handling priorities is the most costly part of the algorithm. Letting priorities aside, the comparison to algo-
rithms which provide distributed implementations in the domain of webservices, suchWSDL or BPEL, is almost impossible,
because we start from truly global specifications and provide a generic solution for distribution, whereas in those languages
the starting point is a much larger specification which is already almost a distributed solution that has been hand crafted
for the problem at hand, and is therefore likely to be more efficient, of course.
In [16], we have evaluated the performance of our algorithm using essentially two metrics: the first is “message count”
which measures the (average) number of messages required to schedule an interaction for execution, starting from the
moment on that it is ready in one of the involved components. The second one is called “response time” and is defined as the
sum of two other metrics “sync time” and “selection time”: “sync time”measures the (mean) time taken by the algorithm to
ensure that a given interaction is globally ready. “selection time” measures the (mean) time taken by the algorithm to select
an interaction for execution once it has been found globally ready.
All metrics aremeasured in a number of experiments as a result of variations in differentmodel parameters, in particular,
variations in the degree of conflict of the system. The degree of conflict (d) ismeasured by the number of interactions thatmay
be in actual conflict with any (or a particular) interaction. Remember that we distinguish between structural and prioritized
conflict (see Definition 20).
Sensitivity to structural conflicts. Structural conflict arises between interactions when they are all in the possibleSet of a
common component. To study how our algorithm performs when increasing the degree of structural conflict, we have
carried out a series of experiments on the system depicted in Fig. 9.We use a set of systems T1, T2, ..., Tn where each Tk has k
binary interactions, referred to as ai (i = 1, 2, ..., k), and k+1 components, referred to as Pi (i = 1, 2, ..., k+1). Components
Pi participate in interaction ai, and Pk+1 participates in any interaction. Therefore, all interactions are in structural conflict,
and the degree of the structural conflict can be measured by the number of components in the system.
Each experiment consisted in executing 100 interactions, and we have evaluated our metrics for up to 5 conflicting
interactions (a systemwith six components) for several executions of this experiment for each degree of structural conflict.
Variation of “message count”. We can see in the left side of Fig. 10 that our algorithm requires considerably fewer messages
than α-core, where we compare with the results provided in [22] for this same example. This is due to the fact that α-core
is “connector-centric”, that is, it creates an additional component for each interaction whereas our algorithm is component
centric, that is all negotiations are hosted by some component and share the same memory space. This means that our
algorithm can exploit more local “knowledge” to execute interactions which reduces the number of messages exchanged.
When there is no conflict at all, in the pattern T1 (see Fig. 9), both algorithms exchange the same number of messages,
then when the degree of conflict increases, our algorithm performs better. The system T1 has no conflict, and to execute
a1, 3 messages are exchanged (one POSSIBLE and two COMMIT), thus 300 messages are transmitted during the experiment.
When there are conflicts, for T2 for example, again 3 messages are needed to execute an interaction in the best case, but
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Fig. 9. System pattern for experiments (Tk).
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity to the degree of structural conflict.
every time an interaction is refused, at the worst case, a penalty of 3messages is added (one POSSIBLE, one COMMIT and one
REFUSE). To execute 100 interactions, 300 messages are needed in the best case, and 212 extra messages have been added
for the situations where an interaction has been refused.
Variation of “response time”. Fig. 10 shows also the selection and the response time taken by the . Again, the average
selection time is in principle independent of the number of interactions in structural conflict. Because, when no priorities
are added and when an interaction becomes ready, only two COMMIT messages are exchanged to execute an interaction.
Thus the average selection time should be of about 2 ∗ λ, where λ is the average message transmission time which in our
experimental architecture is λ = 0.2 ms.
Fig. 10 shows that themeasured response time is higher. The reason for this is that our implementation is written in Java,
and the loop used to send k POSSIBLE messages by the component Pk+1 leads to computational overhead. More precisely,
when Pk+1 enters the loop to send k POSSIBLE messages to the different peers, the component Pi which will get the first
message sent, will set the interaction i to ready and send back a COMMIT . However, Pk+1 will not treat this message before
the termination of this loop. As the actual communication time is low, the possibleSet of Pk+1 may containmany interactions,
which increases the selection time (only one interaction is committed, all others must be refused).
Sensitivity to prioritized conflicts. To evaluate the sensitivity of our algorithm to the degree of prioritized conflict, we have
undertaken in [16] experiments using an example that allows to easily add priority rules between interaction and so it
allows to increase the degree of prioritized conflict. The different results obtained when running the example shows that
our algorithm behaves as expected. Indeed, as discussed in [16], adding local conflict for example leads only to a small
increase of the “response time” as the situation is handled locally. The increase is larger when a global priority is added.
We also note that, when increasing the degree of prioritized conflict, only the “selection time” is affected as it depends on
priorities, however “sync time” still unchanged.
We have also carried out a series of tests on the example of the Dining philosophers described in Section 3. Experiments
have been carried out for the system with the mentioned priorities (see Section 3); then we have also considered a system
without priorities and with two philosophers and separate components for each fork, where deadlock is avoided by the fact
that both philosophers first request Fork1, and then Fork2.
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Table 3
Message count for the dining philosophers.
Dining philosophers Message count Execution time(ms) cycletimePhilo∗ (ms)
With priorities 6 8 30
Without priorities 6 11 45
Table 3 shows our measurements for the “message count” and the “response time” metrics for both systems. We have
alsomeasured the average time required for one philosopher to execute a complete cycle (take forks, think and release forks)
which we denote by “cycletimePhilo∗”.
We observe that the number of messages exchanged is identical in these two systems. Indeed, priorities are local thus do
not induce additional messages. However, using priorities leads to a slight increase of the “execution time” this is due to the
fact that the system with priorities has only one component to handle both forks, this making the system less concurrent
than the system without priorities. This effect of concurrency is particularly visible in the results for “cycletimePhilo∗”.
In [16],wehave evaluated an implementationof our algorithmandwehave analyzed its performanceonhandof anumber
of experiments and measure 3 different metrics by executing the implementation for different systems. These results show
that our algorithm behaves as expected. A comparison with the α-core algorithm is performed based on results available in
the literature, which shows that our algorithm requires a much smaller amount of messages for systems without priorities.
6. Extensions and related work
6.1. Extension to multiparty interactions
Given a system Sys = ({Ki}ni=1, γ<) defined by a set of components {Ki}ni=1 and a memoryless controller defined by γ
and<, we have proposed in the previous section a distributed implementation of Sys by defining to each component a local
controller allowing to guaranteeϕγ andϕ<. The interactionmodelγ of the algorithmproposed in Section5.1 allows todefine
only binary interactions. Extending this algorithm to an interaction model with n-ary interactions does not affect the way
priorities are checked. This extension to multiparty interactions can be done as in α-core algorithm [22], where a particular
component called coordinator is associated to each interaction. Similarly, we define for each interaction a negotiator. This
negotiator has previously the task of checking only the enabledness of the interaction, now it will have also to check its
readiness. The criterion to assign negotiators could still be the same as proposed in Section 5.4.
AlgorithmNegotiate is unchangedas eachnegotiatorhas to askothernegotiators about the readiness of a given interaction,
this does not depend on the number of components involved in an interaction. The rest of algorithms proposed in Section 5.1
have to be slightly modified to deal with multiparty interactions. For this purpose we propose that, for each interaction a,
the corresponding negotiator collects the responses of all the components involved in a and checks that all of them are ready
to execute the interaction. This is done using the exchange of messages POSSIBLE. We propose to add two new messages:
• START(a)message sent by the negotiator of a to inform all other components involved that a could be fired;
• CANCEL(a)message sent by the negotiator of a to the participants to inform them that the interaction cannot be fired.
In the Algorithm 7,WaitingForCommit, whenever the component K receives a COMMIT , it kills threadMain, sends back a
COMMIT and waits for START . If it receives the START message, it executes the interaction. If it receives a CANCELmessage, it
restarts the Main thread again. Note that the operations performed in this algorithm concerns only interactions for which P
is not the negotiator.
In the Algorithm 8, TryToCommit, the component sends a COMMIT message to all participants involved in the interaction
and waits for a COMMIT answer from all of them. If it receives at least one REFUSE message, it sends back CANCEL message
to all participants. If it receives COMMIT from all participants, it sends back START to all of them and goes to state Busy to
execute the corresponding interaction. Note that all the operations performed in this algorithm concerns only interactions
for which P is the negotiator.
6.2. Related work
Our approach is mainly related to two topics, namely: (1) synthesis of distributed controllers from global specifications
and (2) Web services, as they are one intended application domain.
First, let us discuss the originality of the main algorithm presented in Section 5 with respect to related algorithms.
Several algorithms realizing a semantic-preserving transformation from Petri nets or process algebra to sets of components
communicating by message passing have been proposed in the past. A classical example is the algorithm of [2] which
handles binary rendez-vous interactions like ours. As already mentioned, this algorithm uses a statically defined priority
order on the interactions of each component, and each component tries to initiate locally ready interactions by following
this order. This may save unnecessary communications if early tries often succeed. In our algorithm, we handle all locally
ready interactions concurrently, that is, we give priority to the fastest interaction that may lead to success. As long as the
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overall bandwidth of the communication platform is not a limitation, wemay observe with our algorithm shorter delays for
triggering interactions.
A more recent algorithm is α-core [22] which handles multi-party interactions and transforms each interaction into a
component exchangingmessageswith the set of interacting components and the set of coordinators of potentially conflicting
interactions. This means that the interaction coordinators have to acquire all necessary knowledge by message passing. We
present in detail an algorithm for binary interactions, for which there is no need for an explicit coordinator to correctly
achieve interactions. However, in the multi-party version of our algorithm, we also introduce an explicit coordinator for
each interaction, as this leads to fewer communications. But, in contrast with α-core, it is always the case that one of the
components involved in the interaction “hosts” this coordinator, and therefore this coordinator can take advantage of the
knowledge of its host component to avoid certain messages: a coordinator may for example get “for free” the knowledge
that some conflicting transitions are not enabled or that a transition with higher priority is enabled.
Both algorithms [2] and [22] use a static global order over the set of components to break decision cycles. We propose a
more flexible solution defining a component that will “break the cycle” for each possible decision cycle. We are not aware
of any algorithm of similar nature which handles global priorities.
Algorithms for distributing prioritized specifications as we consider them here are proposed in [4,15], where the main
motivation is to select a possibly small subset of executions with the ambition to avoid — totally or as much as possible —
any message exchange except for those used for executing interactions by the α-core algorithm. These approaches propose
the use of statically computed knowledge about the possible global states compatible with each local state of an individual
component. If this set of global states is sufficiently discriminating, nomessage exchangewith peersmay be needed to know
about the enabledness of some transition. In [15] it is proposed to communicate only when local knowledge is not sufficient.
In this sense, our algorithm is quite similar to this one. Here, we choose the interactions for which successful negotiation is
the fastest, while there chosen interactions are those for which no negotiation is needed at all. However, with the significant
difference that there this principle is only applied to handle priorities whereas we handle interactions and priorities in a
uniform manner. Here, we do not use any statically pre-calculated knowledge, but the dynamic knowledge induced by the
message exchange for calculating the readiness of interactions is exploited in our algorithm. Our algorithm could certainly
gain when available static knowledge is exploited. The nature of the knowledge that is interesting would however be a little
bit different. Indeed, in [15] only knowledge about priorities is relevant whereas here we are also interested in readiness
of interactions. In fact, we would even be interested knowledge about necessary future enabledness of interactions as our
algorithm deals with buffered message exchanges.
Our approach could be applied to Web service applications, when interactions between services and resources play an
important role. In this context, our notion of global memoryless controller could be seen as an orchestrator and the distrib-
ution of such a controller as a choreography. We think that this may lead to different challenges for achieving distribution
than those considered generally in the domain of Web services. In [11,18,20], for example, efficient distributions of Web
service orchestrators have been proposed, where the system description is based on WS-CDL and WS-BPEL. Unlike these
approaches as well as that of [27], we implement here a notion of synchronization which requires to ensure that all partici-
pants are indeed ready to interact. This is more difficult to distribute. A similar notion of synchronization has been used in
the approach proposed in [1,30] where adaptators ensuring deadlock freedom have been synthesized and then distributed.
However, in our approach, we propose not only to use such a notion of synchronization but also to ensure a set of global
prioritieswhich requires an accurate knowledge about the current global state of the system. Indeed, firing in a component K
a transition labeled by a that has lower priority than b requires to know that in the current global state no transition labeled
by b is possible. However, this property is not persistent, as the system can move on without K knowing it. In contrast, the
work by [27] (for example) relies on the fact that their knowledge is completely stable in the sense that it is only needed
whether an action has already taken place—which is a permanent property. Therefore, we need to implement an agreement
protocol which is not required by their approach.
Using these concepts leads to more concise specifications which can be more adequate to provide an understanding of
the global behavior, and which are also more adequate for the verification of global properties. Similar formal and abstract
specification has been proposed in [23] with a simple process language for describing behaviors of services from a local
viewpoint with formal syntax and semantics. What we propose does not only hold for typical Web service specifications
which are already expressed in terms of “oriented” two-party interactions with a well-determined initiator, but also holds
for formalisms such as BPEL, which may look formally quite similar, as they resemble Petri nets. Nevertheless, these Petri
nets are generally used in a particular way: they specify a set of tasks to be executed, the order constraints and the potential
concurrency amongst them; but the tasks themselves are atomic and not distributed.
We can provide some new emerging service through the composition of a set of existing serviceswhichmay execute a set
of tasks on their localmemoryandmay impose constraints on theorder inwhich these tasks canbeexecuted. Thenewservice
is then defined by set of service components, and a set of interactions and priorities. If such a service specification contains
a component that is involved in all interactions and that imposes order constraints on them, this component corresponds
then typically towhat is called an orchestrator in the domain ofWeb services. This componentwould then also interact with
the client(s) In absence of such a centralizing component, the emerging service is given in the form of a choreography.
High-level functional and non-functional properties have to be verified on this kind of systems. This is the reasonwhywe
want to keep them as concise and readable as possible, and whenever appropriate, describe interactions amongst several
components that should be executed in an atomic fashion by a rendez-vous rather than describing them in the form of some
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protocol. In this respect, our approach is more efficient as it allows writing more concise specifications. On the other hand,
an obvious drawback is that a generic protocol implementing systems with arbitrary multi-party interactions and global
priorities is likely to be less efficient than a hand-crafted protocol for a given purpose and a given set of components. An
advantage of our protocol would be — in the case that the total number of messages exchanged is not a problem — to reach
faster a point where a next interaction can be executed, because any of the interacting components will play the role of
the initiator of the protocol if it is the first one who is ready for it. Another advantage is that we systematically explore all
potentially enabled interactions so as to guarantee quick convergence. A hand-crafted protocol with the same ambition is
unlikely to send much fewer messages. To avoid exchanging of useless messages, improving the algorithm by adding a first
phase of knowledge computation to find out when a locally enabled interaction is guaranteed to be (not) enabled might in
some cases significantly reduce the number of message exchanges — without reducing the potential degree of concurrency.
7. Conclusion and future work
Our aim is to show that synchronization-based composition and global static priorities are useful concepts which could
be integrated into existing design languages. Notice that we do not propose a specification language in this work.
In this paper, we propose two algorithms useful for the synthesis and then the distribution of memoryless controllers.
Our notion of controller is specified as a property, and we focus in particular on controllers defined by interaction models
and priorities.
The first algorithm tries to impose the global property of deadlock freedom on a given system specification by computing
if possible a set of static priorities. This algorithm cannot always succeed, in which case the user will be required to rework
the specification. More experimentation would be useful to assess the performance of this algorithm in practice.
Our second and main algorithm defines a transformation of systems controlled by a global property into a distributed
implementation in which every component is composedwith a local controller exchangingmessages with its peers in order
to realize interactions exclusively by message exchange. The algorithm is proven correct, that is the property defined by the
implementedcontrolled systemrefines theoneof theabstract controlled system. Inotherwords, any sequenceof interactions
that can be observed on a distributed execution can also be observed on the global specification, and vice versa because we
ensure maximal progress. We have implemented a version of this algorithm handling only binary interactions and we have
analyzed its performance. Moreover, a comparison with the α-core algorithm have been performed. An extension of this
implementation to multi-party interactions is under work.
We are now experimenting the use of static knowledge for reducing the number of messages to be sent, as proposed
in [15,25,26].
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